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PTOLEMUS is the first strategy 
consulting firm entirely focused 
on the connected vehicle and the 
Internet of Things.  

We help our clients apply 
strategic analysis to this fast-
moving ecosystem, across all its 
industries (Automotive, consumer 
electronics, insurance & 
assistance, transport, road 
charging, etc.) and on an 
international basis.  

PTOLEMUS operates worldwide 
and has Partners in Boston, 
Brussels, Chicago, Hannover, 
London, Milan, New York and 
Paris.  

It has also built a network of 
telematic specialists across the 
world to be able to analyse and 
address global mobility issues.  

PTOLEMUS has performed more 
than 50 assignments in the 
connected vehicle domain. 

For any enquiry, please contact: 
contact@ptolemus.com

�

Usage-based charging 
Road charging / electronic tolling, PAYD / PHYD insurance,                          

fleet leasing & rental, car sharing, Car As A Service, etc.

Telematics & Intelligent Transport Systems
ADAS, autonomous car, connected vehicle, fleet 

management, eCall, bCall, SVR, tracking, vehicle data 
analytics (OBD / CAN-bus), VRM, V2X, xFCD

Positioning / Location enablement

M2M & connectivity

Our fields of expertise

Car infotainment & navigation
Connected services (Traffic information, fuel prices, speed 
cameras, weather, parking, POIs, social networking), driver 

monitoring, maps, navigation, smartphone integration

�

Strategy 
definition 

Vision creation, 
strategic 

positioning,  
business plan 
development, 

board coaching & 
support

Investment 
assistance
Strategic due 

diligence,              
market 

assessment, 
feasibility study, 

M&A, post-
acquisition plan

Innovation 
management 
Value proposition 
definition, product 

& services 
development, 

architecture design, 
assistance to 

launch

Business 
development 

Partnership 
strategies, 

detection of 
opportunities, 
ecosystem-

building, response 
to tenders

Our consulting services

Procurement 
strategy

Specification of 
requirements & 

tender documents, 
launch of tenders, 

supplier negotiation 
& selection

Implementation
Deployment plans, 
complex / high risk 

project & 
programme 

management, risk 
analysis & mitigation 

strategy

http://www.ptolemus.com
http://www.ptolemus.com
mailto:contact@ptolemus.com
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YOUR CONTACTS 

BRUSSELS

Frederic Bruneteau, Managing Director  
+32 487 96 19 02 
fbruneteau@ptolemus.com 

LONDON

Thomas Hallauer, Research Director 
+44 7973 889 392 

thallauer@ptolemus.com 

CHICAGO

Valerie Shuman, Senior Expert 
+1 (312) 972-0220 
vshuman@ptolemus.com

NEW YORK CITY

Maria Grazia Verardi, Senior Expert 
+1 914 218 7100 

mgverardi@ptolemus.com 

PARIS

Matthieu Noël, Senior Consultant 
+33 6 13 34 70 56 
mnoel@ptolemus.com 

MILAN

Sergio Tusa, Associate Partner  
+39 33 51 02 19 95 

stusa@ptolemus.com 

HANNOVER

Hartmut Albers, Associate Partner 
+49 175 1650016 
halbers@ptolemus.com

And follow PTOLEMUS on Twitter: @PTOLEMUS
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THE AUTHORS OF THIS REPORT 

Thomas Hallauer, Research Director, London (thallauer@ptolemus.com) 

Frederic Bruneteau, Managing Director, Brussels (fbruneteau@ptolemus.com) 

Matthieu Noël, Senior Consultant, Paris (mnoel@ptolemus.com) 

Thomas Hallauer has gained 12 years of research & marketing experience in the 
domain of connected vehicle services. He is an expert in new products and services 
notably in the automotive, motor insurance, navigation, road charging and positioning 
industries.  

Before PTOLEMUS, Thomas held management responsibilities with Mobile Devices, a 
leading provider of telematic technology platform and devices and with TU 
Automotive. 

Thomas is a regular speaker and blog writer. He is also often called for interviews by 
publications such as GPS Business News or ITS International. 

Thomas led the research for this study and interviewed over 60 players in RUC 
globally.

�

Mr. Bruneteau founded the PTOLEMUS Consulting Group on the conviction that 
pervasive location and connectivity would revolutionise the business of mobility. 

He has 20 years of experience in 12 countries with companies such as TomTom, SFR 
Vodafone, Arthur D. Little and BNP Paribas.  

Mr. Bruneteau has led over 30 assignments on the connected vehicle domain for 
clients such as Allianz, Generali, Michelin, Octo Telematics, Thales Alenia Space, Toyota 
and Qualcomm. He has also assisted key players on ETC-related assignments, notably 
Egis Projects, SOFICO and Telit Wireless. 

He has spoken at over 50 conferences on the connected car and is often quoted by 
publications such as The Economist, The Wall Street Journal, Forbes and Reuters. 

Frederic reviewed and contributed to this report, holding notably discussions with over 
25 stakeholders in the domain.

�

Mr. Noël has gained 4 years of consulting experience primarily helping clients in the 
automotive, roadside assistance and road charging sector such as Allianz, BMW, Egis 
Projects, Michelin, PSA Peugeot-Citroën and Renault-Nissan.  

For this report, Matthieu has notably led our market forecasting work.
�
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OTHER CONTRIBUTORS

Sergio Tusa, Associate Partner, Milan (stusa@ptolemus.com)

Sergio Tusa has gained over 25 years of experience in the telematics, location-based 
services and automotive domains.  

He has led a very large number of connected vehicle projects, for clients such as Cobra 
Automotive Technologies, Ferrari, Fiat, Magneti Marelli and Renault/Volvo Trucks. 

Sergio is also the President of the Italian association of Telematic Service Providers.

Hartmut Albers, Associate Partner, Hannover (halbers@ptolemus.com)

Hartmut Albers has gained 30 years of experience in the mobility services, transport 
and logistics industries from firms such as Deutsche Bahn, DKV, Duisburger Container 
Terminal, Hannover Public Transport and Schenker. 

He has gained world-class expertise in connected services, notably in RFID, e-ticketing, 
capacity and fleet management, process and workflow management, factoring and tax 
retrieval combined with the design of IT applications and solutions.  

At DKV Euro Service, Europe’s largest provider of fuel cards for fleets, Hartmut co-
headed the creation of the business unit in charge of tax refund services for 
transportation fleets of Heavy Goods Vehicles.

Maria Grazia Verardi, Senior Expert, New York City (mgverardi@ptolemus.com)

Maria Grazia Verardi has gained over 15 years of experience in R&D, product design, 
hardware- and software development in the domain of telematics and IT. 

She has gained a comprehensive understanding of telematics technologies from 
leading technology and service providers such as Cobra Automotive and Cesar 
Satellite. She has been actively involved in the CEN pan-European eCall working group, 
notably participating to the development of eCall requirements and associated 
standards.   

Finally, Maria Grazia recently assisted a major European telematics supplier in its global 
device strategy.

�

�

�
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OUR SINCERE THANKS 

The richness of this report is largely based on the willingness of the "ecosystem" to co-operate and 
give its time and knowledge for the benefit of the wider society and economy 

We would like to particularly thank  

• Our four guest interviewees; 

• Everybody who kindly accepted to respond to our questions. A list of the companies we 
interviewed is available on page 11; 

• Our families for their patience and understanding. 

Electronic tolling, road charging, road user charging, ETC, RUC, Intelligent Transport Systems, connected car, connected vehicle, 
traffic management, electronic fee collection, tolling, e-tolling, electronic toll collection, vehicle payment systems, vehicle-to-
infrastructure, V2X, V2I, credit card payment, DSRC, RFID, ANPR, GNSS, GPRS, M2M, IoT, Internet of Things, Internet of Objects 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IMPORTANT NOTICE 
This report is subject to a detailed limited licence agreement between AAAA  and 

PTOLEMUS SPRL (Rue Cervantes 15, 1190 Brussels, Belgium), later named 
PTOLEMUS or PTOLEMUS Consulting Group. 

This agreement was signed by BBBB. 
This report can be uniquely identified and attributed to the licence granted to 

AAAA. If you have a doubt about the use of this licence, please refer to it as AAAA 
could be held responsible for the infringement of this licence's rights. 

Published in May 2015 

© 2015 PTOLEMUS 
Rue Cervantestraat 15 

1190 Brussels 
Belgium 

contact@ptolemus.com 
 
  

Disclosure 

The recommendations and opinions expressed in this study reflect PTOLEMUS' 
independent and objective views. However, PTOLEMUS cannot provide any 

guarantee as to the accuracy of the information provided or the reliability of its 
analyses and forecasts. 

  
Cover photo courtesy of CDM Smith 

All rights reserved 

All material presented in this report, unless specifically indicated otherwise, is under 
copyright to PTOLEMUS. None of the material, nor its content, nor any copy of it, 
may be altered in any way, or transmitted to or distributed to any other party or 

published, without the prior express written permission of PTOLEMUS.  
No part of this report may be reproduced, recorded, photocopied, entered into a 

spreadsheet or an information storage or retrieval system of any kind by any means, 
electronic, mechanical, or otherwise without the express written authorisation of 

PTOLEMUS.  

Recipients shall be able to quote facts, figures and analyses contained in the 
present report within their organisation or publicly provided they quote PTOLEMUS 

Consulting Group as its exclusive source.  

These clauses shall not apply to otherwise publicly available information.  
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FOREWORD 

  From octroi to connected vehicles 
In the Middle Ages, as towns in France started to assert their independence and transform into solid 
commercial centres, they obtained the right to establish, collect and re-invest local taxation. 
Numerous charters were later granted to cities, offering them the right to charge “octroi duties” on 
beverages, food, fuel, forage or building materials entering the city. 

This right has since almost disappeared, yet when travelling throughout the world today, the 
government authorities’ ability to charge the travellers is 
strangely reminiscent of this ancient tax. Recent examples 
include the UK's road levy (for trucks) and the German 
PKW-Maut (for all light vehicles) which effectively add 
new charges only to foreigners - which probably makes 
them infringe EU law. 

Unlike octroi, tolls are not just a tax to the authorities, they 
are a fee to recover past or future investment in the roads. 
The main change is that most of these projects are now 
planned at a country level. 

However, as in the Middle Ages, the tax is decided by the 
public authority and, like the octroi duties, there is no 
alternative to payment.  

Even in concession models, the road operator is a de 
facto monopoly. For all intents and purposes, we are 
back to pay an octroi to drive on the freeway. 

The very old tolling industry is however being 
transformed by the development of electronic payment 
systems and more largely, the take-off of connected car 
solutions.  

While technologies differ between markets, Electronic Toll Collection (ETC) is gradually becoming 
the dominant way to do business. Obstacles to change are numerous but the laws of physics will 
eventually apply everywhere: the cost of charging vehicles is radically reduced by ETC, which will 
push both governments and operators to adopt the technology within the next 15 years.  

In this report, we will evaluate how the road industry will transform due to ETC. We will also question 
whether it can become one of the main stakeholders of the connected car industry. By connecting 
to the Internet, will vehicles be charged the same way as other connected devices, based on their 
usage level and impact on the network? 

Thomas Hallauer 
Research Director 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

1. Driven by traffic congestion and infrastructure financing needs, electronic tolling is taking 
off. Worldwide, the market will double from 200 million ETC subscriptions in 2016 to over 
400 million in 2025, largely due to the growth in the Chinese market.  

2. Barriers are falling: tolling is becoming connected and electronic; 63% of today’s toll sites 
are expected to become gate-free by 2025. 

3. The lack of EU progress on EETS interoperability is likely to make Europe fall behind, 
notably in its failure to impose DSRC and GNSS. This will severely impact both the transport 
and the tolling sectors. 

4. A possible initial step towards toll ‘roaming’ will be through the effective use of database 
roaming enabled by video tolling / ANPR. The US is making great steps in that direction 
thanks to the ATI Hub. 

5. Truck tolling is becoming pervasive on worldwide highways and is fast becoming integrated 
into the connected vehicle service set. All fleet service providers will need to integrate 
tolling in their portfolio. At the same time, toll specialists will benefit from combining their 
offering with fleet management systems.  

6. The US will become the biggest market for ETC by 2018 with over 77 million subscribers, 
taking on Japan’s long-held lead. 

7. In China, already the country with the largest tolling infrastructure, we expect that active 
DSRC-based ETC will start being deployed from 2017 and generate over €40 billion by 
2025. 

8. Europe is the biggest market in terms of toll revenues and will reach over €40 billion by 
2020. By 2020, the South American market will be generating more than the North American 
one, driven by Brazil. 

9. GNSS and hybrid OBUs will remain a premium technology representing a maximum of 5.5% 
of ETC subscriptions worldwide but 58% of the device market value by 2025. 

10. From 2017, RFID will become the most popular device technology, overtaking DSRC. The 
share of ETC subscriptions based on RFID will peak at 30% from 2017 and reach over 110 
million ETC subscriptions worldwide in 2025. 

11. Within 10 years, tolling will become another wireless payment, starting with the US market. 
It will use smartphones as the on board unit and ANPR as enforcement and roaming 
mechanism. 

12. Tolling will be integrated in the vehicle, but only from 2020 onwards either through V2X or a 
converged telematics platform. The main factor will be the standardisation of technologies in 
the US and in Europe.
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LIST OF COMPANIES INTERVIEWED 
 AND MENTIONED IN THIS REPORT 

As part of the in-depth industry research and consulting assignments conducted in the last 4 years, we 
have held ETC-related discussions with 118 organisations in 19 countries including 

• 10 public authorities and industry associations, 

• 15 toll chargers or concessionaires, 

• 18 toll service providers, 

• 9 toll operators and system integrators, 

• 25 device and equipment suppliers, 

• 7 vehicle manufacturers / OEMs (Original Equipment Manufacturers), 

• 8 Telematics Service Providers (TSPs), 

• 26 other stakeholders. 

We would like to thank these organisations for their precious contribution to this report. 

We have also indicated the 246 companies mentioned in this report. 
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Company name Country Sector Discussion Profiled

3M USA Device and equipment supplier

A/S Storebaelt Denmark Toll operator ✔

ABCR Brazil Toll operator

ABERTIS Autopistas España Spain Toll operator

Accesos de Madrid Spain Concessionaire

Aecom USA Toll services

AETIS EU Association 

AGES Germany EETS service provider ✔

AISCAT Italy Association

Allianz Germany Insurance company ✔

ARUP Ireland Integrator ✔

Ascendi O&M, S.A. Portugal Concessionaire ✔

ASECAP Belgium Association ✔

ASETA / SEOPAN Spain Association ✔

ASFA France Association

ASFINAG Austria Toll charger ✔

Assercar France Service provider

Association of European Vehicle Logistics Belgium Association ✔

Astrata USA Telematics service provider ✔

ATI USA Association ✔

Atlantia Italy Concessionaire ✔

Atos France Integrator

Attica Tollway Operations Authority Greece Concessionaire

Automatic USA OBD dongle service provider

Autopass Norway Toll operator ✔

Autostrade per l'Italia Italy Toll operator ✔

Autostrade Tech Italy Device and equipment supplier ✔ ✔

Autotoll Hong Kong Toll operator

Avtodor Russia Toll charger

AXA Global Insurance company ✔

Axxès France Toll service provider

Azuga USA Device and equipment supplier

BancPass USA Service provider

BestPass USA Service provider

BlaBlaCar France Mobility service provider ✔

BNV Mobility Netherlands Mobility service provider

Bosch Germany Device and equipment supplier ✔ ✔

BP USA Toll service provider

Brisa Netherlands Road operator

Brisa Auto Estradas Portugal Concessionaire ✔

Company name
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BroBizz Denmark Toll service provider ✔

Brookfield Motorways Holdings Brazil Concessionaire

Caisse des Dépôts France Banking / Investor

Caltrans California Toll charger

Capital One USA Banking / Investor

Carlyle Group LP USA Banking / Investor

Central Texas Regional Mobility Authority USA Toll agency

Cintra Servicios de Infraestructuras SA Spain Concessionaire

Ciralsa Spain Concessionaire

Cofiroute USA Concessionaire

Combitech Norway Integrator

Comsan Spain Concessionaire

Confidex Finland Device and equipment supplier

Connect East Group Australia Toll operator

Continental Germany Device and equipment supplier ✔ ✔

Dachser Germany Logistics group

DAF Trucks NV Netherlands Automotive OEM

Daimler AG Germany Automotive OEM

Danlaw USA Device and equipment supplier

DARS Slovenia Toll service provider

DBA Group Italy Integrator

Denso Japan Device and equipment supplier

Department for Transport, UK UK Toll charger ✔

Deutsche Bank Germany Banking / Investor

Deutsche Telekom Germany Telecommunications company

Disruptive Capital UK Private equity fund ✔

DKV Germany Toll service provider ✔

DVB LogPay France Toll service provider ✔

E-470 Public Highway Authority USA Toll agency

E-ZPass Group USA Toll operator

East Nippon Expressway Company Ltd Japan Toll operator

ECOMOUV France Toll operator

Edenred France Service provider

EFKON AG Austria Device and equipment supplier ✔ ✔

Egis Global Toll operator/ Service provider ✔ ✔

EGRIMA Holding GmbH + Co. KG. Germany Banking / Investor

Eiffage France Road construction

Electronic Toll Committee Europe Public body

Electronic Transaction Consultants Corp. USA Service provider

EMC USA Integrator

Country Sector Discussion ProfiledCompany name
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Emparque Portugal Parking solutions

ENI Italy Service provider

eReg Europe Association ✔

Ericsson Sweden Device and equipment supplier ✔

EROAD New Zealand Device and equipment supplier ✔ ✔

ERTICO Belgium Association

Escota France Concessionaire

Esso Global Service provider

Europ Assistance France Assistance provider ✔

European Automobile Manufacturers Ass. Europe Association

European Commission Europe Governmental institution ✔

Eurotoll france EETS service provider ✔ ✔

Eurowag Czech Rep. EETS service provider

Federal Highways Administration USA Governmental institution

Federal Signal Technologies (FSTech) USA Device and equipment supplier

Fela Switzerland Toll operator/ Service provider

Ferrovial Global Toll operator/ Service provider

Fleetboard (Daimler) Germany Telematics service provider ✔

FleetCor USA Service provider ✔

Ford Global Automotive OEM

G.E.A France Device and equipment supplier ✔ ✔

GALP Portugal Energy company

GDDKIA (General Directorate for 
Motorways and National Roads) Poland Toll charger

Gemalto Global Technology company

Generali Global Insurance company ✔

Georgia's State Road & Tollway Authority USA Toll charger

GeoToll USA Service provider ✔

Grundig Germany Device and equipment supplier

HDI Gerling UK Insurance company ✔

HELP Inc. USA Transport sector

Henarsa Spain Concessionaire

Highgain Telecom Korea Device and equipment supplier

Hochtief Germany Construction

Hoeft Wessel AG Germany Device and equipment supplier

Hong Kong Productivity Council Hong Kong Governmental institution

Horizon Roads Consortium Global Consortium

HUKA Croatia Toll charger

Hungarian Transport Administration Hungary Toll charger ✔

I+D Mexico Toll operator

Country Sector Discussion ProfiledCompany name
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IAVE Mexico Service provider

Iberpista Spain Concessionaire

IBM Belgium System integrator ✔

IBTTA USA Association

iCell Hungary Device and equipment supplier

IMS Canada Service provider ✔

infoblu Italy Service provider

Intellic Germany Device and equipment supplier

International Road Federation (IRF) Europe Association

International Road Transport Union (IRU) Europe Association ✔

ITS UK UK Association

Iveco Europe OEM

JP Morgan Chase USA Banking / Investor

JSC NIS Russia Device and equipment supplier

Kapsch TrafficCom AG Global
Device and equipment supplier, 

system integrator and 
concessionaire

✔ ✔

KoD Hungary Device and equipment supplier ✔

Lagan India Construction

Lecit consulting Italy Consultancy ✔

LLC Infrastructure satellite systems Russia Device and equipment supplier

LLC Optima Plus Russia IT solutions

Lockheed Martin USA Device and equipment supplier

LogPay Germany Toll service provider ✔

Lysanda UK Device and equipment supplier ✔

Macquarie Group Global Toll operator

Magneti Marelli Italy Device and equipment supplier

MAN SE Germany Automotive OEM ✔

Mapfre Spain Insurance company ✔

Masternaut France Telematics service provider ✔

Mediobanca Italy Banking / Investor

Microsoft USA Technology company

Mobile Devices France Device and equipment supplier ✔

Mobile Systems UK Service provider

Mojio USA OBD dongle service provider

Moreas Greece Concessionaire

Národná diaľničná spoločnosť (NDS)  Slovakia Toll charger

National Roads Authority Ireland Toll charger

Navman NZ New Zealand Telematics service provider

Nedmobiel Holland Service provider

Neology San Diego 
US

Device and equipment supplier

Country Sector Discussion ProfiledCompany name
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NIS-Glonass Russia Device and equipment supplier ✔

Norbit Norway Device and equipment supplier ✔ ✔

North Texas Tollway Authority USA Toll agency

Northwest Parkway LLC USA Toll agency

Novacom Europe Netherlands Telematics service provider ✔

OAO Gazprombank Russia Banking / Investor

Octo Telematics Italy Service provider

OHL Concesiones Spain Concessionaire

OJSC MegaFon Russia Mobile phone operator

Olympia Odos Greece Toll operator

OMV Germany EETS service provider

Oregon DoT USA Toll agency ✔

Øresundsbro Konsortiet Denmark Toll charger

Osborne Clarke Europe Lawyer

Packard/DAF USA OEM

Panasonic Japan Device and equipment supplier

Pase Urbano Mexico Service provider

Pavimental Italy Construction

Payurtoll USA Service provider

Perceptics USA Device and equipment supplier ✔

Peugeot France Automobile company

Posdata USA Device and equipment supplier

Prepass USA Device and service provider

Progressive Insurance USA Insurance

PToll (bancpass) USA Service provider

PTV Germany Service provider ✔

Q-Free Norway Device and equipment supplier ✔ ✔

Qualcomm Global Device and equipment supplier

Raytheon USA Device and equipment supplier

Renault Trucks Global OEM

Rent A Toll USA Service provider

Ressa Italy Energy company

RFPI Russia Asset management company

Rosavtodor Russia Toll charger 

RosTec Russia Toll operator/ Service provider ✔ ✔

Routex Global Association

RT-invest Transport Systems Russia Device and equipment supplier

Sacyr Spain Construction

SafeFleet Hungary Telematics service provider ✔

Samsung SDS South Korea Electronics industry company

Country Sector Discussion ProfiledCompany name
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SANEF France Road operator ✔

SANRAL South Africa Toll charger

SAPN France Concessionaire

Scania Global OEM ✔

Schaeffler AG Germany Automotive & industrial supplier

Schneider Electric Global Integrator

Shell Global Energy company ✔ ✔

Siemens Germany Device and equipment supplier ✔ ✔

Sirit USA Device and equipment supplier

Skytoll Slovakia Toll charger

Sociedad Concesionaria Autopista Central Global
Device and equipment supplier, 

system integrator and 
concessionaire

SoftToll Ireland Service provider ✔

ST Micro Global Technology provider ✔

STAR Systems International Hong Kong Technology provider

STATOIL Global Energy company

Steria Europe Integrator

Stockholm Group Sweden Association

Stoneridge Global Device and equipment supplier

Strabag Global Device and equipment supplier, 
system integrator ✔

Summit Partners USA Investor

Swedish Road Administration Sweden Toll charger

T-Systems International GmbH Denmark Integrator ✔ ✔

Telepass Italy Toll operator

Telenor Norway Telecommunications company ✔

Telit Global Technology provider ✔

Thales Global Technology provider ✔

The Illinois State Highway Authority USA Toll agency

TIP Services Netherlands Leasing company ✔

Toll Collect Germany Toll operator ✔

Toll Service Hungary Toll operator

TollPlus India Service provider ✔

TomTom Netherlands Telematics service provider

Total Global Energy company ✔ ✔

Trafineo GmbH & Co. KG Germany Toll service provider ✔ ✔

TransCore Inc. USA Device and equipment supplier ✔ ✔

Transdyn USA System integrator

Transics (Wabco) Belgium Telematics service provider ✔

Transpass (Egis) Europe EETS service provider ✔

Transurban Group Australia Toll operator

Country Sector Discussion ProfiledCompany name
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Trimble Global Device and equipment supplier

UniCredit Italy Banking / Investor

United Toll Systems USA Toll operator

Unitronic USA Device and equipment supplier

UTA Germany EETS service provider ✔ ✔

Utah Department of Transportation USA Toll agency

Vehco Global OEM

Vendeka Turkey Device and equipment supplier, 
system integrator ✔ ✔

Verizon Telematics USA Telematics service provider

Veyance Technologies Inc. USA Device and equipment supplier

Vinci France Road operator

Vitronic Germany Device and equipment supplier ✔ ✔

Vodafone UK Telecommunications company ✔

Volkswagen AG Germany OEM ✔

Volvo Sweden OEM ✔

Washington State Department of 
Transportation USA Toll agency

Wavecom Global Technology company

WEX Fleet One USA Service provider

Wilbur Smith Associates USA Consulting and construction

World Bank Global Banking / Investor ✔

Xerox USA Integrator ✔ ✔

Zubie USA OBD dongle service provider

Country Sector Discussion ProfiledCompany name
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LIST OF COMPANIES PROFILED IN THIS 
REPORT 

As part of our analysis, we have built 25 profiles of all major ETC industry participants, listed below. 

System integrators Service providers Device and equipment suppliers

• Atlantia 

• Autostrade per L’Italia 

• Autostrade Tech 

• EFKON 

• Egis Projects 

• Kapsch  

• Q-Free  

• Siemens 

• Transcore 

• T-Systems 

• Vendeka 

• Xerox

• DKV 

• E-Road 

• Eurotoll/Sanef 

• Shell  

• Total 

• Trafineo/BP 

• UTA 

• Bosch 

• Continental 

• G.E.A 

• Norbit 

• Rostec 

• Vitronic
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